
 

 

14. March 2022 

Son André Hval Appointed Group Director 
Commercial Letting at Heimstaden 

Heimstaden strengthens the management team by hiring Son André 
Hval as Group Director Commercial Letting. He will start in his new role 
during the spring.      

Heimstaden is a leading residential real estate company in Europe, with appr. 
150,000 homes in ten countries. Heimstaden has today a portfolio of over 900,000 
square meters commercial space, accounting for appr. seven percent of the total 
rental income in the company. 

"Although residential rental housing is our primary business area, we have a large 
portfolio of commercial premises around Europe. We are delighted to have Son 
André on the team. With his significant experience, he will lead our cross borders 
rental team to further improve the commercial rental process in the company," says 
Helge Krogsbøl, deputy CEO at Heimstaden. 

Hval comes from the position as Head of Retail Services in Cushman & Wakefield 
Realkapital AS and has extensive experience from letting and strategic consulting of 
commercial real estate. 

"After four fantastic years at Cushman & Wakefield Realkapital, I am really looking 
forward to taking on the role of Group Director Commercial Letting at Heimstaden. 
In addition to offering Friendly Homes to more than 300,000 customers, we want to 
further improve our commercial business through an increased focus on finding the 
right customers in the right premises and at the right conditions," says Son André 
Hval. 

Contact: 

Christian V. Dreyer, CCO +47 907 24 999 christian.dreyer@heimstaden.com  

 
Heimstaden is a leading European residential real estate company with about 150,000 homes and a 
property value of SEK 306 billion. We acquire, develop, and manage properties with an evergreen 
perspective. Guided by our Scandinavian heritage and values Care, Dare and Share - our 2,100 
colleagues across 10 countries strive to fulfil our mission to enrich and simplify our customers’ lives 
through Friendly Homes. Read more at www.heimstaden.com. 
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